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To engage with media professionals
And support Catholic 

Communicators
To help transform our cultures in 

the light of the Gospel
By promoting

Human Dignity,
Justice

and Reconciliation.
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By 2021, SIGNIS will be a 

sustainable network renowned for 

its member services and as the 

global experts in high quality 

and creative media content 

and services, with particular 

focus on justice and dignity. 

To do this, we will promote 

a culture of dialogue 

with communication 

professionals 

engaged in faith and 

multicultural spheres 

throughout the 

world.
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Voice 
of the 

voiceless
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SIGNIS 

The witness of Archbishop Romero,  as the 
patron of our association, led us to reflect on his 
role as a communicator at an event organized 
at the Dicastery for Communication of the 
Holy See, with the participation of Salvadoran 
Cardinal José Gregorio Rosa Chávez.
“The challenge to the Christian media now 
is to avoid the temptation to present to the 
Church a decaffeinated Romero, a milk and 
water saint, a charismatic prayerful guy who 
got hit by a bullet from a crazy gunman whilst 
celebrating Mass! No, Archbishop Romero 

was killed in a deliberate, planned 
attempt to silence the voice of truth in 
a society fed on a diet of distortions 
and lies. The voice of the voiceless 
was assassinated at the altar. He 
was in the end executed like 
Jesus of Nazareth. So please 
tell the story like it really was”. 
Julian Filochowski, Head of 
The Archbishop Romero Trust, 
a resource centre based in 
England.

communicators to follow 
the example of Saint 

Oscar Romero

calls
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forming Catholic communication leaders

Program
CommLab

The SIGNIS Communication Laboratory (CommLab) 
grew out of the VideoJournalist program started in 
2009.  Each year since 2015, in a different region, a 
dozen young Catholic media workers from different 
countries are brought together for an intense workshop. 
The goal is to integrate their faith with professional 
growth.  With an emphasis on process, using video 
as tool, they learn teamwork, media criticism, and the 
role of Church social teaching in communications.  
A final project in a marginalized area gives them an 

experience of making an option for the poor in media.  
Graduates of the program become part of a growing 
network of mutual support, the foundation for a new 
generation of leaders in Catholic communications. 

Special thanks to our funding partners that make 
the various workshops possible: Adveniat, the Pro-
Africa Fund, the Pontifical Mission Societies, and 
others.
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You can see sample videos from CommLab Quito at:
youtube.com/signisworld

CommLab
Quito

Thirteen young Latinos from Mexico, Cuba, Panama, Colombia, 
Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, and Ecuador (including two from the 
Quichua nation), participated in a CommLab in Quito, Ecuador in 
November.  The group bonded quickly over shared faith and a desire 
to create a better world.  Producers who are members of SIGNIS ALC 
gave valuable counsel on production planning, shooting and editing. 
A facilitator from SIGNIS partner REPAM led several sessions and set 
up the final project: a three-day production tour in the Amazon to 
tell the stories of indigenous peoples.  Three teams produced short 
pieces on the local radio station, a school for indigenous children, and 
a Waorani women’s cooperative.  The next day they screened their 
work for the local organizations profiled and got their feedback for the 
final cut.
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Samuel Shiguango (center), 
indigenous 
communicator
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Samuel Gerónimo Shiguango traveled for two days via bus, 

canoe and foot to arrive in Quito form his home in the Ecuadoran 

jungle to participate in CommLab-Quito.  A leader in his Quichua 

people’s struggle for justice, Samuel’s understanding of the natural world 

gave  fellow participants a window to spiritual vistas previously unknown.  

He said, ”We are messengers... give a small hope to our communities, our 

territories, our country’s, hope lives within us and hope is in CommLab”.

Clara Planelles, (photo left), was the producer for the team that produced the 

Waorani women’s story. They traveled five hours each way into the jungle and back 

by bus, truck, canoe and muddy trails avoiding quicksand.  By the time it was over, 

the women had painted their faces with traditional red dye and gave them Waorani 

nicknames.  Clara stayed up all night editing the video, of which the coop members 

heartily approved.  Clara said, “It changed my life.”

CommLab
Frame-Grab
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CommLab
INDia

In September in Chennai, India, 12 young 
people from Myanmar, Philippines, India, 
Laos, Vietnam, Indonesia, Nepal and 
Malaysia, were led in another CommLab 
workshop by three former graduates of 
the program.  Much of the reflection 
was on Church teaching on the “Care 
for Our Common Home.” The final 
video projects looked at people’s 
lives years after the 2004 tsunami 
and the impact of pollution on the 
poor.

Videos produced in this workshop can 
be seen at:  YouTube/signisworld
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CommLab
Frame-Grab

Stanley Hector, (3rd from left in photo), graduate of the 2014 Asia 

CommLab and the 2017 Advanced CommLab in Quebec was one of the 

coordinators of the India workshop.  His short film, Midnight at 2  was screened 

at the 2018 Cannes Film Festival.  His next project is short documentary on 

guest workers in Nepal being produced by him and four other former CommLab 

participants from Asia.  Stanley is “very happy to be part of this ever-growing 

family.”

Stanley’s brief reflection on SIGNIS can be seen at:
 youtube.com/signisworld
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Yet another instance of SIGNIS’s efforts to affirm 

the commitment of young Catholic communicators is 

the Youth Program of the Latin America-Caribbean 

region of SIGNIS (SIGNIS ALC). Begun in 2017 with 

43 people, ages 23-27, from a dozen countries, it 

continues to provide opportunity for participants 

to learn and grow as effective, inspired media 

workers. 

Using the See-Judge-Act methodology, they 

reflect on the social, political and intercultural 

aspects of the problems and challenges 

faced today in the region.  Using a virtual 

platform with an emphasis on Laudato 

Si’ and the 2019 World Youth Day in 

Panama as focal points, the youth 

analyze trends and media tools, as 

well produce useful videos, articles, 

and reports.  
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their work can be seen at: 
joven.signisalc.org
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A STAND
In the strongest terms, SIGNIS expressed solidarity against violence 
against journalists working in Ecuador, Mexico, Asia and Africa, and 
condemned any action aimed at who communicate the truth and give 
a voice to the voiceless.
The Board of Directors of SIGNIS, the World Catholic Association for 
Communication, joins its Ecuadoran members in condemning the 
kidnapping and murder of journalists Javier Ortega, Paúl Rivas, and 

Efraín Segarra by a breakaway group of the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias 
de Colombia (FARC) near the Ecuador-Colombia border.  “SIGNIS,” 
World President Helen Osman and Latin American-Caribbean President 
Carlos Ferraro said in a joint statement, “will continue to dedicate itself 
to work for the freedom of the press through its global network of 
communicators, and will denounce with equal force any similar harassment 
or attacks against journalists carrying out their crucial role.” 

(Brussels, Belgium, April 13, 2018)

on violence against journalists and defends 
freedom of expression in the world

signis TAKES
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Microphones 
of GodSIGNIS promotes 

justice through a 

worldwide network of 

communicators of 

the truth
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The Board of Directors of SIGNIS, the highest collegial body 
of the Association, met in April in Brussels to define the 2018-2021 
strategic plan. During this session, the board members updated the 
vision of SIGNIS, which is to promote sustainable and creative projects 
for the promotion of justice through multicultural and interfaith 
dialogue.

A new
vision

looking at justice in a multicultural world
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In collaboration with the Holy See, SIGNIS launched 

a completion to stir up interest in World Communications 

Day 2018 (WCD 2018).  The contest invited entrants to 

produce a video or create a poster on the theme for 

WCD 2018, “The Truth Will Set You Free; Fake News and 

Peace Journalism”.  More than 50 projects from around 

the World were entered.  The winning entries will be 

distributed internationally through the networks of 

both SIGNIS and the Dicastery for Communication. 

The winners: 

The video Truth by the Kalyan Media Cell 

Institute in India, can be seen at youtube.com/

signisworld, along with the second and third 

place winners.

The poster, Live in Truth or in Lies? by 

Radio Proglas of the Czech Republic, can 

be seen on this page. The second and 

third place posters were from Pakistan 

and Vietnam.
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Continuing to use communications 
to serve the truth incarnated 
in the people.

At least 300 Catholic communicators from France, Spain, 
Germany, Switzerland, Malta, Italy, Hungary, the Czech Republic, the 
United States, Paraguay, Argentina, Vietnam, Mali, Nigeria and other 
countries met at the Shrine of Lourdes (France) for the 22nd International 
St. Francis de Sales Days 2018. The theme of the meeting was “Media 
and Truth: communication, in all its forms, can be truly constructive 
in the service of the Truth” and was organized by the Fédération des 
Média Catholiques (FMC), the Dicastery for the Communication of the 
Holy See and SIGNIS. 
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Catholic TV producers & distributors

SIGNIS GATHERS

More than 30 producers and distributors 
of Catholic television programs from some 18 
countries participated in the annual SIGNIS TV 
Seminar September 26-30. This year the Seminar 
was hosted by SIGNIS Ireland at the Emmaus 
Center in Dublin.
The SIGNIS 2018 Television Seminar focused on 
the implications of marketing for the production 
and distribution of content in order to achieve 
the greatest possible impact on the audience. 
Participants screened a wide selection of their 

audiovisual content, often offering a vision of 
hope and humanity. They discussed different 
ways in which producers and distribution 
networks must incorporate market 
planning and techniques to reach different 
audiences. It was emphasized repeatedly 
that the key to any successful marketing 
initiative is in-depth knowledge of the 
target audience—something well-
noted in a presentation by RTÉs 
Roger Childs. 

professionals
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more than just movies

As the Venice International Film Festival celebrated its 75th edition, SIGNIS 

marked the 70th year of a Catholic Jury at the event—dating back to the 

predecessor organization to SIGNIS, OCIC (International Catholic Organization 

for Cinema).   SIGNIS has been involved in various international festivals for 

many years, from Berlin to San Sebastian to Cannes, encouraging the imaging 

of the highest human values in this powerful medium that both narrates 

and shapes our dreams.  Venice, however, is the only showcase in which 

the Catholic jury is recognized by both the Vatican and UNESCO.  As is 

always the case, the most deeply held beliefs common to humanity are 

pathways to the Gospel’s good news that it is in love, hope and the 

fullness of life for all where we find our true selves.
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Roma

The SIGNIS Jury prize at the Venice Film Festival went to Alfonso Cuaron’s Roma, a film that 

exemplifies the kind of cinema SIGNIS strives to affirm: outstanding use of the capacity of film to 

tell profoundly human stories that give us insight into ourselves and our world.  The film narrates in 

episodic fashion the life of a middle-class Mexican family in 1970s Mexico—a time of cultural change 

and political upheaval. The central character of the story is the family’s maid, Cleo, who is both part of 

but also outside of the family in crucial ways.  Her role is one that will be familiar to most people who 

have lived in such a setting, yet one does not have to have been part of such a household to be moved 

by and understand the soul of this story of how the “least” may in fact be the tie that binds us all together.
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In its 21st year, this African Festival is typical of 

the celebrations of film in the global south that receive 

too little notice in the commercially driven cinema of the 

north.  Which is why it is important to SIGNIS: it offers 

films of considerable quality and artistry from filmmakers 

in the south who do not reach western audiences by 

and large, yet whose storytelling provides us with 

encounters with very real situations and struggles of 

universal import.  The SIGNIS Jury there gave its 

award to Love and Shukla, an Indian film focusing 

on communication as indispensable to marital—

and all-- love.  By following a young couple who 

have to stay with parents and the impact of 

that on their conjugal life, the film drills down 

to the essence of married love.

speak up and be heard
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For nearly a decade, SIGNIS has been a partner with the United 
Nations Alliance of Civilizations and the cosponsor, the International 
Organization for Migration, in the annual Plural+ Youth Video Festival 
in New York City.  The festival features short videos produced by 
young people from all over the world, ranging in age from primary 
school to the early twenties.   The creativity is impressive—these are 
not mediocre student films.  The subject matter of  inclusion, migration 
and social diversity clearly matter to many youth of various cultures 
and beliefs, with productions like Faith in London, a visual poem to 
core values shared by all religions; Can You See the Future? which 
envisions the world-to-be through the dreams of refugee children; and 
The Egnever, a Muslim take on the futility of revenge.  All these won 
the SIGNIS Jury Award.  
As a partner in the festival, SIGNIS fulfills a key part of its vision 
by promoting dialogue with emerging media professionals in an 
international setting marked by interfaith and cross-cultural encounters.  

for more on Plural+ and to see winning 
videos go to:
pluralplus.unaoc.org
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Catholic communicators from Asia, Africa and Latin 
America

AFFIRMING
All over the world, SIGNIS regional leadership called on 
the community of Catholic communicators to reflect on topics such 
as Media Consumption in the digital era, Fake news vs Journalism of 
Peace, and strategic planning, at the First Communication Congress 
of SIGNIS Brazil in Porto Alegre, at the SIGNIS Asia Assembly in 
Bangkok, Thailand, and at the SIGNIS Africa meeting in Abuja, 
Nigeria.

Uniting and
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SIGNIS Asia 

SIGNIS members in every region are committed to the core values 
of justice and dignity through creative use of media.  SIGNIS Asia offers 
a snapshot of typical member activity and impact.

SIGNIS Asia Assembly 2018: More than just a meeting
Held in Bangkok in August, members discussed “Fake News versus 
Media for Peace,” established Desks and country action plans and 
projects.

41st Sri Lanka Salutation 2018 Tele Cinema Awards Ceremony
Recognized  young film makers in the local film industry, affirming 
their importance for the future. 

Media Education: “Wassup” Media Camp Malaysia
Created awareness of the risks and threats in social media and gave 
hands-on experience in media literacy for some 50 catechists.

SIGNIS East Asia Conference 2017
Collaborating on “Family and Stories of Hope”.

SIGNIS Korea: World Congress 2021
Members stepped up to take on the hosting of the next World 
Congress, enhancing the international cooperation of Catholic 
communicators.

one region in action
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SIGNIS SERVICES
rome
exponentially expands its reach

In 2018, SIGNIS Services Rome (SSR) launched its first “Call 
for Project Ideas,” aimed at Catholic dioceses and organizations to 
submit applications for starting up communication centers or other 
needs for media resources.  The winning proposals would then receive 
guidance in seeking funding for their projects, accompanied by SSR 
throughout the process of researching, developing and submitting 
funding proposals to appropriate financing agencies.  The response 
was beyond expectations: over 50 entries were submitted, with 24 
being selected to be beneficiaries of the advisory services of SIGNIS. 
This represents a four-fold increase in projects receiving such assistance 
from SSR compared to 2017. 
From the establishing of a Radio Station in Burundi after years of 
conflict, to establishing a communication center for the nomadic 

people in Kenya, from Universities to rural 
areas, SSR will work with these new clients 
to develop media to spread the Good 
News.
While most submission came from 
Africa, several also came form Asia 
and Latin America, representing the 
beginning of new outreach to those 
regions.
SSR can support you in the research, 
design and supply of technologies, 
in technical planning and grant 
proposal writing assistance.
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SIGNIS SERVICES
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Korea 
host of the 2021 SIGNIS 
World Congress

SIGNIS President Helen Osman and the President of the Catholic 
University of Korea (Sogang University), Rev. Park Jonggou, signed 
in Seoul, the agreement that made official the venue of the SIGNIS 
World Congress (in photos at right), to be held in August 2021 (SWC 
2021) in the capital of South Korea.
Seoul, one of the most fascinating cities in the world, with history of 
more than 600 years as the capital of Korea from Chosun dynasty 
(1392-1910), has been the symbol of Korea’s economic growth and its 
dynamic culture.

The Catholic University of Korea, 
run by the Seoul Archdiocese, is 
the location for the SWC 2021. It 
is in the suburbs of Seoul, and 
has good facilities, including 
conference rooms, a cafeteria, 
and a residence block named 
after the first Korean Cardinal, 
Stephen Kim.
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The Catholic University of Korea, 

run by Seoul Archdiocese, is the 

venue for the SIGNIS World 

Congress 2021.
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Archbishop Romero Trust

UNESCO 
(International Council 
for Film Television and 

Audiovisual Communication) 

The World Association for 
Christian Communication
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Fr. Paul Samasumo 
ZAMBIA
 
VICE-PRESIDENT
Mr. Lawrence John Sinniah 
MALAYSIA
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GENERAL SECRETARIAT

Secretary General
Ricardo Yáñez
sg@signis.net

Communication
Edgar Rubio (Coordinator), Larry Rich (Editor SIGNIS Media), 
Guido Convents (Editor CineMag SIGNIS), Cécile Monfort (Web 
& Social Media Editor), Pascale Heyrbaut (Layout), Marc Bourgois 
(Translation), Alejandro Hernández (Translation)
news@signis.net

Members 
Maria Chiara De Lorenzo (Coordinator). OPPF Projects Team:  
Alejandro Hernández, Fabienne Deseau. Members Team: Marc 
Bourgois, Fabienne Deseau. Secretaries of Desks: Guido Convents 
(Cinema), Pamela Alemán (Journalism, Radio, TV, Media Education 
& Digital).
members@signis.net

Administration
Florentina Gonzalo (Coordinator), Marc Bourgois (Guests), Fabienne 
Deseau (General filling), Nadia Tekal (Assistant), Pascale Heyrbaut 
(Building Supervisor), Edgar Rubio (General Services).

Development
Larry Rich (Coordinator), Ricardo Yáñez, Edgar Rubio.

Representation
Ricardo Yáñez

SIGNIS SERVICES ROME

General Manager
Maria Chiara De Lorenzo
ssr@signis.net

secretary and accounting 
Ella Cangy

Audiovisual and V-Sat 
José Alberto Chávez del Río

Project Writing
Isaac Atchikiti

Pacific
Ms. Agatha Maria Ferei Furivai 

Fiji
Fr. Richard Leonard 

Australia

Asia
Fr. Joseph

Anucha Chaiyadej 
Thailand

Dr. Magimai Pragasam 
India

International
 Mr. Terence Ascott

SAT-7
 Mr. Sikares Sirakan 

ACN
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 print media seminar
Papua New Guinea

ARCCC, Association of Roman Catholic Communicators of Canada
Communications et Société
CNS, Catholic News Service
SCCF, SIGNIS Catholic Communicators Forum
USCCB, Department of Communications - CCC
CPA, Catholic Press Associationof the United States & Canada

CANADA (ENGLISH)
CANADA (FRENCH) 

USA
USA
USA

USA/CANADA

 North America

Latin America and the Caribbean
SIGNIS-Argentina, Asociación Católica Argentina para la Comunicación
SIGNIS-Brasil, Asociação Católica de Comunicação
SIGNIS-Chile
SIGNIS-Costa Rica  Asociación Católica Costarricense de Comunicación
SIGNIS-Cuba, Organización Católica Cubana para la Comunicación
SIGNIS-República Dominicana
SIGNIS-Ecuador, Asociación Católica de Comunicación
Diocese of St.Georges-in-Grenada, Communications Commission
SIGNIS de México AC
ACCP, Asociación de Comunicadores Católicos de Paraguay
APC, Asociación Peruana de Comunicadores - Mons. Luciano Metzinger - 
Diocese of Paramaribo, Media Coordination
AEC Antilles Episcopal Conference
TCN, Trinity Communications Network
DECOS Montevideo
SIGNIS-Venezuela

ARGENTINA
BRAZIL

CHILE
COSTA RICA

CUBA
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

ECUADOR
GRENADA

MEXICO
PARAGUAY

PERÚ
SURINAM

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 

URUGUAY
VENEZUELA

Europe and the Middle East
Medienreferat der Österreichischen Bischofskonferenz
Filmmagie vzw
Média Animation, Communication & Éducation
TV Noe
FMC, Fédération des Médias Catholiques
Deutsche Bischofskonferenz
Katholischer Medienverband
MAKÚSZ - Hungarian Catholic Association of the Press
ICBC, Catholic Communications Office
CEI, Ufficio Nazionale per le Comunicazioni Sociali
CCI, Centre Catholique d’Information
Communication & Presse de l’Archidiocèse de Luxembourg
RTK Radio Limited / Media Centre
Centre Catholique Communication et Culture
KRO Television
SIGNIS Polska
Secretariado Nacional da Pastoral da Cultura
SIGNIS Roumanie
LUX Communication
SŠK, Slovenian Bishops’ Conference, Commission for mass media
UCIPE - Unión Católica de Informadores y Periodistas de España
SIGNIS-España
Commission pour la communication et les médias de la Conférence des 
évêques suisse
Katholisches Medienzentrum
CCRTV, Centro Cattolico per la Radio e la Televisione

AUSTRIA
BELGIUM (FLEMISH) 
BELGIUM (FRENCH) 

CZECH REPUBLIC 
FRANCE

GERMANY
GERMANY 
HUNGARY

IRELAND
ITALY

LEBANON 
LUXEMBOURG

MALTA
MONACO 

NETHERLANDS 
POLAND

PORTUGAL
ROMANIA

SLOVAK REPUBLIC 
SLOVENIA

SPAIN
SPAIN

SWITZERLAND (FRENCH)

SWITZERLAND (GERMAN) 
SWITZERLAND (ITALIAN)

Asia
Christian Communications Centre
Catholic Social Communications
CPA, Casa de Produção Audiovisual
Hong Kong Diocesan Audio-Visual Centre
SIGNIS India
SIGNIS Indonesia
SIGNIS Japan
SIGNIS Korea
Macau Diocesan Social Communication Center
SIGNIS Malaysia
CBCM, Episcopal Commission for Social Communications
Rabita Manzil
SIGNIS Philippines
Communications Office of the Archdiocese of Singapore
NCCSC, National Catholic Centre for Social Communication
RBCT, Regional Bishops’ Conference of Taiwan, Social Communications
CSCT, Catholic Social Communications of Thailand
CBCV, SCC, Social Communications Commission

BANGLADESH
CAMBODIA

EAST TIMOR
HONG KONG

INDIA
INDONESIA

JAPAN
KOREA
MACAU

MALASYA
MYANMAR
PAKISTAN

PHILIPPINES
SINGAPORE
SRI LANKA

TAIWAN
THAILAND
VIETNAM

ACN, Asian Communications Network
ALER, Asociación Latinoamericana de Educación 
Radiofónica
Blagovest Media
Chevalier Family
COE, Centro Orientamento Educativo
CREC International
FMJ, Fraternités Monastiques de Jérusalem
Kuangchi Program Service
PCN, Communications Network
Salesians of Don Bosco International
SAT-7 International

Laudato TV
Radharc Films
Religion Today Festival
Kinema siete, Asociación Cultural
Think1.tv - Misioneras Hijas de la Sgda. 
Flia. de Nazaret
Catholicmatch Institute

CROATIA REP.
IRELAND

ITALY
SPAIN
SPAIN

USA 

International members ASSOCIATE INSTITUTIONSAfrica and the Indian Ocean Islands
CEA, Comisión de Medios de Comunicación Social
CEBEN, Commission des Moyens de Communication
CCC, Commision Episcopale des MCS
SIGNIS RDC
CBCE, Catholic Bishops’ Conference of Ethiopia
Gambia Pastoral Institute
DEPSOCOM, NSC, National Catholic Secretariat
CEMCSCI, Commission Episcopale des MCS de Côte d’Ivoire
KCCB, Social Communications Department
Radio Don Bosco

ANGOLA
BURKINA FASO

CONGO REP.
DEM. REP. CONGO

ETHIOPIA
GAMBIA
GHANA

IVORY COAST
KENYA

MADAGASCAR

MALAWI
MALI 

MAURITIUS
MOZAMBIQUE

NIGERIA
REUNION
SENEGAL

SEYCHELLES
SOUTH AFRICA

TOGO

UGANDA
ZAMBIA

ZIMBABWE

ECM, Social Communications Department
CEM, Commission Nationale des MCS
CAPAV, Compagnie d’Animation et de Production Audiovisuelle
CEM, Comisión Episcopal de MCS
SIGNIS Nigeria
Radio Arc en Ciel
CES, Commission des MCS
Diocèse de Port-Victoria, Service Audio-visuel
SACBC, Southern African Catholic Bishops’ Conference
CENCCS, Conseil Episcopal National Catholique pour les 
Communications Sociales
UEC, Social Communications Department
ZEC, Catholic Media Services
ZCBC, Social Communications Commission

AUSTRALIA
FIJI

GUAM/OCEANIA
KIRIBATI

MICRONESIA
NEW CALEDONIA

NORTHERN MARIANAS
PAPUA NEW GUINEA
SOLOMON ISLANDS

TAHITI
TONGA

VANUATU
WALLIS AND FUTUNA

Pacific
ACOFB, Australian Catholic Office for Film and Broadcasting
Fiji Media Watch
Archdiocese of Agaña, Office of Social Communication
St. Paul’s Communication Centre
KTVP, Kaselehlie Television Productions
Archevêché de Nouméa - Médias et communications
Diocese of Chalan Kanoa, Diocesan Publications Office
Catholic Commission for Social Communications PNG SOCOM
Catholic Communications Solomon Islands
Studio Tepano Jaussen
Toutaimana Catholic Centre
Katolik Media Senta
Diocèse de Wallis & Futuna - Média et communications
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SIGNIS is a non-governmental organization with members in 100 countries. As the World Catholic Association for 
Communication, it brings together radio, television, cinema, video, journalism, media education, digital, and new 
technology professionals.  

310, Rue Royale -1210 Brussels- BELGIUM · Tel: +32 (0)2 734 9708 · Email: sg@signis.net 
Web: signis.net ·       facebook.com/signisworld ·        @SIGNIS ·       youtube.com/signisworld

Palazzo San Calisto 00120 Vatican City · Tel: +39 06 69 88 7255 · signisrome.net ·  ssr@signis.net ·       @signisrome

General Secretariat: 

SIGNIS Services Rome:


